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ABSTRACT

The chemical abundance patterns of gas and stars in galaxies are powerful probes of galaxies’ star

formation histories and the astrophysics of galaxy assembly but are challenging to measure with con-

fidence in distant galaxies. In this paper, we report the first measurements of the correlation between

stellar mass (M∗) and multiple tracers of chemical enrichment (including O, N, and Fe) in individual

z ∼ 2 − 3 galaxies, using a sample of 195 star-forming galaxies from the Keck Baryonic Structure

Survey (KBSS). The galaxies’ chemical abundances are inferred using photoionization models capable

of reconciling high-redshift galaxies’ observed extreme rest-UV and rest-optical spectroscopic proper-

ties. We find that the M∗-O/H relation for our sample is relatively shallow, with moderately large

scatter, and is offset ∼ 0.35 dex higher than the corresponding M∗-Fe/H relation. The two relations

have very similar slopes, indicating a high level of α-enhancement—O/Fe ≈ 2.2 × (O/Fe)�—across

two decades in M∗. The M∗-N/H relation has the steepest slope and largest intrinsic scatter, which

likely results from the fact that many z ∼ 2 galaxies are observed near or past the transition from

“primary” to “secondary” N production and may reflect uncertainties in the astrophysical origin of N.

Together, these results suggest that z ∼ 2 galaxies are old enough to have seen substantial enrichment

from intermediate mass stars, but are still young enough that Type Ia supernovae have not had time

to contribute significantly to their enrichment.

1. INTRODUCTION

For over four decades, scaling relations pertaining

to the chemical enrichment of galaxies’ interstellar

medium (ISM) have been used to study galaxy forma-

tion. Lequeux et al. (1979) investigated the correlation

between galaxy luminosity and gas-phase oxygen abun-

dance and found that more luminous galaxies hosted

H II regions with higher O/H. Later, large surveys like

the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000)

enabled studies of large statistical samples of nearby

galaxies. Tremonti et al. (2004) were among the first

to complete a detailed analysis and found a strong posi-

tive correlation between stellar mass (M∗) and gas-phase

O/H, which was relatively steep at lower masses and

started to flatten at M∗ & 1010.5 M�. The M∗-O/H

relation—often referred to as the “mass-metallicity re-
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lation” or simply the MZR—has continued to be stud-

ied extensively at z ∼ 0 (see Section 5 of Maiolino &

Mannucci 2019 for a review) and has also been stud-

ied using resolved observations of nearby galaxies (e.g.,

González Delgado et al. 2014; Barrera-Ballesteros et al.

2017; Sánchez et al. 2019). As the size and quality of

high-redshift spectroscopic surveys has increased, the

MZR has been confirmed to exist up to at least z ∼ 3.5

(e.g., Erb et al. 2006a; Maiolino et al. 2008; Steidel et al.

2014; Zahid et al. 2014; Onodera et al. 2016; Sanders

et al. 2021, among many others).

Still, connecting the results from these studies and

constructing a single clear picture of chemical enrich-

ment over cosmic time has remained difficult, in large

part because of the many different methods used to in-

fer O/H. Although some studies of individual nearby

objects have used “direct method” abundances based
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on measurements of the electron temperature1 (Te) in

H II regions (e.g., Aller 1954; Pilyugin & Thuan 2005;

Berg et al. 2012, 2020; Pérez-Montero 2014), the spec-

tral lines required to determine Te are exceedingly faint.

Therefore, studies of faint, distant, and/or metal-rich

galaxies have relied on more indirect tracers of chemical

enrichment. The most common method is to use the

ratios of strong emission lines in galaxy spectra, which

can be empirically linked to gas-phase O/H using direct

method abundances measured for z ∼ 0 samples (e.g.,

McGaugh 1991; Pettini & Pagel 2004). Even at the

same redshift as the calibration samples, however, the

MZRs determined using different “strong-line” methods

often do not agree and differ substantially in both shape

and normalization (Kewley & Ellison 2008; Andrews &

Martini 2013).

There are additional concerns about the application

of strong-line methods at high redshift, where galaxies

have significantly different stellar populations and con-

ditions in their interstellar gas. The crux is that line

ratio diagnostics are frequently sensitive to more than

one parameter—e.g., O/H and the abundance of other

elements like nitrogen, or O/H and the ionization con-

ditions in the gas—many of which are observed to be

correlated with one another in nearby galaxies. Indeed,

the implicit dependence on these underlying correlations

is fundamental to the success of strong-line diagnostics.

Unfortunately, we do not know a priori whether these

properties are correlated with one another in the same

way in high-z galaxies as in z ∼ 0 galaxies, and so cau-

tion must be exercised when using locally-calibrated line

ratio diagnostics to study distant galaxies.

Ideally, we would “re-calibrate” common line ratio di-

agnostics using a representative sample of high-z galax-

ies with measurements of Te. However, despite heroic ef-

forts from the ground (Yuan & Kewley 2009; Erb et al.

2010; Steidel et al. 2014; Sanders et al. 2016; Kojima

et al. 2017; Sanders et al. 2020a), this has not yet been

achieved, because measurable Te corresponds to a rela-

tively narrow range of O/H. Over the next several years,

we can hope to revisit the task of constructing new,

Te-calibrated diagnostics that are more appropriate for

measuring O/H at high redshift using observations with

the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST; Gardner et al.

2006), scheduled to be launched later this year.

Even so, oxygen abundance is only part of the pic-

ture. In the nearby universe, it is common to study

the chemical enrichment of galaxies using multiple el-

1 Oxygen and other heavy elements provide the principal cooling
mechanism in photoionized gas, linking temperature to enrich-
ment.

ements. These studies frequently use observations of

the stellar continuum to measure, e.g., the iron, magne-

sium, and carbon content of the integrated stellar pop-

ulation; see Section 2 of Maiolino & Mannucci (2019)

for a description of the methodology, but also Gallazzi

et al. (2005), which is the complementary study of stel-

lar metallicity in the same galaxies studied by Tremonti

et al. (2004). More detailed abundance patterns are also

central to studies of the circumgalactic medium (CGM)

at all redshifts (Tumlinson et al. 2017; Zahedy et al.

2019, 2021). More recently, very deep spectra of mas-

sive, quiescent galaxies at high redshift have enabled the

measurement of multiple elemental abundances (Kriek

et al. 2016, 2019; Jafariyazani et al. 2020). Using deep

rest-UV spectra, it is also becoming possible to measure

iron abundances in high-z star-forming galaxies (e.g.,

Steidel et al. 2016; Cullen et al. 2019; Topping et al.

2020; Cullen et al. 2021). These studies represent a

promising direction for future high-z galaxy research,

because understanding the abundance patterns of galax-

ies provides additional insight regarding their assembly

histories—particularly the comparison between iron and

α elements (including Mg and O), as the α/Fe ratio

is sensitive to star formation timescales (e.g., Tinsley

1979).

The goal of this paper is to investigate the abundance

patterns of a large sample of individual high-z galaxies

in a way that avoids the systematic biases introduced by

using locally-calibrated strong-line methods. We update

the method introduced by Strom et al. (2018, hereafter

Strom18) and use it to self-consistently infer O/H, N/H,

and Fe/H for 195 star-forming galaxies at z ' 2 − 2.7,

the largest sample of high-z galaxies for which multiple

elemental abundances have been reported. We introduce

the galaxy sample and observations in Section 2. Sec-

tion 3 presents the photoionization model method used

for measuring chemical abundances. In Section 4, we

report the M∗-O/H relation for our z ∼ 2 sample and

compare and contrast the correlation based on our pho-

toionization model method with the relations from more

commonly-used strong-line methods. Section 5 presents

the corresponding M∗-N/H and M∗-Fe/H relations. Sec-

tion 6 discusses the physical insights that result from

measuring abundance patterns rather than a single bulk

metallicity, including constraints on galaxy star forma-

tion histories. We summarize our findings and conclude

in Section 7.

Throughout the paper, we refer to specific spectral

features using their vacuum wavelengths and adopt the
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solar metallicity scale from Asplund et al. (2009), with

12 + log(O/H)� = 8.69

12 + log(N/H)� = 7.83

12 + log(Fe/H)� = 7.50

Historically, 12 is added when reporting log abundances

relative to H to ensure that values are always positive.

This is not used when reporting abundance ratios such

as log(N/O).

2. DATA

In this work, we analyze a sub-sample of galaxies

drawn from the Keck Baryonic Structure Survey (KBSS;

Rudie et al. 2012; Steidel et al. 2014), using the same

criteria as Strom18 (summarized in Section 2.2) to con-

struct the sample. KBSS is a targeted spectroscopic

survey of 1.5 . z . 3.5 galaxies in 15 separate fields,

each centered on a bright quasar. Each survey field is

approximately 6′ × 8′, resulting in a total survey area

of ≈ 0.24 deg2. Extensive multiwavelength imaging and

both optical and near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopic ob-

servations have been conducted in all fields and are de-

scribed in detail in other work (e.g., Steidel et al. 2003;

Reddy et al. 2012; Rudie et al. 2012; Steidel et al. 2014;

Strom et al. 2017). Below, we review aspects of the

survey that are most relevant to the present analysis.

2.1. Photometry and Parent Sample Selection

The majority of KBSS galaxies are selected on the ba-

sis of their rest-UV colors, using observed-optical imag-

ing in the Un, G, and R bands and the color selection

criteria introduced by Adelberger et al. (2004) and Stei-

del et al. (2004) to identify Lyman Break Galaxy ana-

logues at z ' 2 − 2.7 (sometimes referred to as “BX”

and “BM” galaxies). This color selection largely trans-

lates to a star formation rate-selected sample and is

successful at identifying both young galaxies and older

galaxies with significant current star formation or with

rising star-formation histories (SFHs). Relying on the

shape and brightness of galaxies’ rest-UV spectral en-

ergy distributions (SEDs) can introduce a bias against

very massive galaxies and galaxies with heavily reddened

(E(B−V )cont > 0.3) UV spectra. To mitigate these bi-

ases, we incorporate knowledge of the shape of galaxies’

rest-optical spectra by relaxing the rest-UV color selec-

tion and pairing it with a cut in R − Ks color, which

probes the 4000 Å and Balmer breaks across the redshift

range of interest. Strom et al. (2017) provides a more

thorough description of these extended selection crite-

ria, but in brief: these “RK” galaxies occupy a region of

rest-UV color space where z ∼ 2 galaxies selected using

other NIR methods, such as distant red galaxies (DRGs,

Franx et al. 2003) and BzK galaxies (Daddi et al. 2004),

are found (see also the discussion by Reddy et al. 2005).

2.2. Near-infrared Spectroscopy

Beginning in 2012, NIR spectroscopic observations of

KBSS galaxies have been conducted in J-, H-, and K-

band using the Multi-Object Spectrometer for InfraRed

Exploration (MOSFIRE, McLean et al. 2012) installed

at the Cassegrain focus of the Keck I telescope on Mauna

Kea. We presented the first results from the MOS-

FIRE component of KBSS in Steidel et al. (2014, here-

after Steidel14), with a comprehensive analysis of an

expanded sample reported in Strom et al. (2017). We

refer the reader to those two papers for complete de-

tails regarding the NIR spectroscopic data acquisition,

reduction and analysis.

The spectra were acquired using 0.′′7 slits, with typ-

ical seeing of 0.′′5−0.′′8. The data were reduced using

the publicly-available data reduction pipeline2 and sub-

sequently corrected to vacuum heliocentric velocity. If

multiple spectra of the same object were acquired, they

were shifted to match in the spatial direction and com-

bined using inverse-variance weighting. Slit losses were

determined to first-order by comparing observations of

a relatively bright star placed on a mask slit with its

photometric magnitude in the same band; individual

object slit losses were determined by comparing obser-

vations of the same object on multiple masks. Typical

slit loss corrections are factors of ∼ 2, consistent with

estimates based on comparisons of detected continuum

with broadband photometry and SED models.

The reduced 2D spectrograms were analyzed using the

custom IDL package mospec3, developed by A. Strom

specifically for interacting with MOSFIRE spectra of

emission line galaxies (Strom et al. 2017). Galaxy spec-

tra were extracted using boxcar extraction apertures,

then fit using the best-fit SED model as the stellar con-

tinuum and an Gaussian emission line model with a sin-

gle redshift and line width per band. The ratio of the

[O III]λλ4959, 5008 and [N II]λλ6549, 6585 doublets are

fixed at 3:1, where the longer-wavelength lines are 3×
the strength of their shorter-wavelength counterparts.

This greatly improves emission line measurements when

one of the two features is impacted by an OH sky line.

To date, ∼ 1500 KBSS galaxies have been observed

with MOSFIRE, ∼ 800 of which fall in the red-

shift range 1.9 ≤ z ≤ 2.7, where many of the key

rest-optical emission features are accessible from the

2 https://www2.keck.hawaii.edu/inst/mosfire/drp.html
3 https://github.com/allisonstrom/mospec

https://www2.keck.hawaii.edu/inst/mosfire/drp.html
https://github.com/allisonstrom/mospec
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Figure 1. The distribution of stellar mass (M∗) for the 195
galaxies in our final sample, shown in blue. For comparison,
the grey histogram shows the distribution for the complete
parent sample of KBSS galaxies with 1.9 ≤ z ≤ 2.7. The
paper sample is consistent with the full KBSS sample and
has a median M∗ = 1010.0 M�.

ground at NIR wavelengths. As in Strom18, galax-

ies are selected for analysis when there are observa-

tions of the spectral regions near Hα, Hβ, [O III]λ5008,

and [N II]λ6585. Measurements of or limits on

[O II]λλ3727, 3729, [O III]λ4363, [S II]λλ6718, 6732, and

[Ne III]λ3869 are incorporated when present. Objects

are included in the sample regardless of the signal-to-

noise (S/N) ratio of any single line measurement, but

we require the ratio of the band-to-band slit corrections

to be less than a factor of 2, as well as a S/N > 5

measurement of the Balmer decrement Hα/Hβ, which

is used to account for reddening due to dust.4 Galaxies

with evidence of significant AGN contamination (in ei-

ther their rest-UV or rest-optical spectra) or whose Hα

or Hβ is compromised by a nearby OH line are excluded.

In total, these criteria result in a sample of 196 galaxies

with 〈z〉 = 2.3. Of these, 195 galaxies have good abun-

dance measurements, as described below in Section 3.5

2.3. Stellar Masses

Stellar mass (M∗) estimates for the KBSS galaxies

are inferred from reddened stellar population synthesis

models fit to broad- and intermediate-band photometry

spanning the rest-UV to the rest-IR. The rest-optical

(observed-NIR) magnitudes are corrected for line emis-

sion using the measurements from the MOSFIRE spec-

tra described above. The general SED fitting method-

4 The S/N calculation for the Balmer decrement accounts for un-
certainties in the relative flux calibration between NIR bands.

5 It was not possible to identify a photoionization model solution
for Q1623-BX449, although the MCMC chains did converge.

ology is explained by Reddy et al. (2012), with a de-

scription of its application to the current KBSS sample

found in Strom et al. (2017). Theios et al. (2019) exam-

ined the impact of using other stellar population models

(i.e., those with lower Z∗, as expected for stellar popu-

lations at high redshift) on the parameters inferred from

SED-fitting. Fortunately, rank-ordering in M∗ is gener-

ally preserved regardless of the specific choice of model.

As a result, we use the stellar masses from Strom et al.

(2017), based on Bruzual & Charlot (2003) stellar pop-

ulation synthesis models with a Chabrier (2003) initial

mass function, to facilitate a more straightforward com-

parison with other analyses that use similar SED-fitting

techniques and models. The M∗ distributions for the full

KBSS sample (grey histogram) and for the 195 galax-

ies with well-measured abundances (blue histogram) are

shown in Figure 1. These two samples are consistent

with being drawn from the same parent population,

based on a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test.

The typical statistical uncertainty on log(M∗/M�) is

≈ 0.16 dex (Shapley et al. 2005; Erb et al. 2006b).

3. CHEMICAL ABUNDANCES WITH GALDNA

There are a number of ways to determine the level of

chemical enrichment or metallicity of distant galaxies.

Broadly speaking, all methods rely on measurements

of emission lines from the photoionized gas in galaxies’

star-forming regions and fall into two categories: (1) em-

pirical diagnostics based on “direct” Te-based measure-

ments of a calibration sample where both bright nebu-

lar lines and faint auroral lines can be detected or (2)

photoionization model methods where observed emis-

sion lines are compared to predictions made by models

assuming an input ionizing source and set of physical

conditions in the gas.

Empirical methods implicitly depend on the correla-

tion among various quantities including, e.g., the ion-

ization state of the gas and the relative abundances of

elements like oxygen and nitrogen. The existence of

these underlying correlations causes galaxies and H II

regions to form tight sequences in line ratio space—for

example, the “BPT” diagram comparing [O III]/Hβ and

[N II]/Hα (Baldwin et al. 1981; Veilleux & Osterbrock

1987)—and allow many different line ratios to be used

to infer O/H. Even if a line ratio is only weakly corre-

lated with O/H, so long as the quantity that it is most

strongly correlated with also correlates with O/H, the

diagnostic can still be used.

In contrast, photoionization model methods allow cho-

sen parameters to vary alongside gas-phase metallicity

and thus be explicitly determined for individual objects.

Examples include IZI (Blanc et al. 2015), which returns
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ionization parameter U and O/H; BOND (Vale Asari et al.

2016), which measures both O/H and N/O; and Neb-

ulaBayes (Thomas et al. 2018), which measures ISM

pressure (related to gas density) in addition to U and

O/H. Because we are interested in determining multi-

ple chemical abundances for the galaxies in our sample,

we use the photoionization model method introduced

by Strom18, which measures O/H, N/H, and Fe/H in

addition to U . The general method, including recent

updates and a revised parameter estimation technique,

is described here.

3.1. Photoionization Model Grid

We use the same photoionization model predictions for

the strong nebular lines in galaxies’ rest-optical spectra

as Strom18, which are generated using Cloudy (v13.02;

Ferland et al. 2013), using stellar population synthesis

models from the Binary Population and Spectral Syn-

thesis6 code (BPASSv2; Eldridge & Stanway 2016; Stan-

way et al. 2016) as the input ionizing radiation field.

The BPASS models were chosen because of their rela-

tive success in reconciling the rest-UV and rest-optical

observations of the same z ∼ 2 galaxies, specifically be-

cause the implementation of binary evolution physics

in BPASS produces harder ionizing radiation fields at

fixed Z∗ than, e.g., including stellar rotation or adopt-

ing a more top-heavy stellar initial mass function (Stei-

del et al. 2016). This “boost” of higher energy photons

is needed to match the collisional-to-recombination line

ratios such as R237. In high-z galaxies, these lines ra-

tios tend to be larger than can be explained using stel-

lar models with softer ionizing radiation fields, even at

moderate gas-phase O/H corresponding to peak emis-

sion from O ions.

We adopt a plane parallel geometry and assume con-

stant star formation histories with an age of 100 Myr and

a constant gas density of nH = 300 cm−3. This density

was originally chosen to be consistent with the electron

density ne
8 determined using the [O II] ratio measured

from a stack of z ∼ 2 − 3 KBSS galaxies (Strom et al.

2017), but is also representative of the typical electron

density for individual galaxies in the current sample,

which ranges from ne ' 150− 400 cm−3. Using models

with nH = 100 cm−3 or nH = 1000 cm−3 for galax-

ies with lower or higher densities than this, respectively,

does not significantly change their derived abundances

or the overall distribution of abundances in the sample.

6 https://bpass.auckland.ac.nz/

7 R23 = log
(

[O II]+[O III]
Hβ

)
8 For ionized gas, nH ≈ ne.

Dust grains are implemented using the “Orion” mixture,

with a dust-to-gas ratio that scales linearly with the

metallicity of the gas, Zneb. Model grids are calculated

for multiple stellar population synthesis models with in-

creasing stellar enrichment (Z∗), allowing log(Zneb/Z�)

and log(U), defined as log(nγ/nH), to vary in 0.1 dex

steps. Initially, we assume a solar abundance pattern

in the gas, but interpolate between the fixed grid points

and scale the strength of the nitrogen lines a posteriori

to accommodate non-solar N/O. These choices allow us

to predict emission line intensities (relative to Hβ) for

the following parameter space:

Z∗ = [0.001, 0.014] or Z∗/Z� ≈ [0.07, 1.00],

Zneb/Z� = [0.1, 2.0],

log(U) = [−3.5,−1.5],

log(N/O) ≥ −2.0.

The lower limit on log(N/O) is ∼ 0.5 dex lower than the

primary plateau observed for local H II regions (e.g., van

Zee et al. 1998; Izotov & Thuan 1999).

These base model parameters can then be converted

to abundances:

[Fe/H] = log(Z∗/Z�)

12 + log(O/H) = log(Zneb/Z�) + 8.69

12 + log(N/H) = log(Zneb/Z�) + 8.69 + log(N/O),

where the bracket notation for Fe refers to the enrich-

ment relative to solar, [Fe/H] = log(Fe/H)−log(Fe/H)�.

These translations are motivated by several considera-

tions: first, the effect of changing Z∗ on the emission

line predictions results from differences in the shape of

the ionizing radiation field for a given stellar model fam-

ily, and the shape of the ionizing spectrum of massive
stars is most impacted by the amount of Fe present in

their atmospheres. Because this method relies on the

Fe enrichment in the massive stars, we avoid concerns

about depletion onto dust that impact the abundance

of Fe in the gas. In contrast to the important role Fe

plays in determining the properties of the massive stars

and the amount of gas heating, it is O that provides

the majority of the gas cooling via collisionally-excited

lines, due to its relatively high abundance with respect

to other elements and many low-lying transitions. Thus,

we can assume that changes in Z∗ correspond to changes

in Fe/H, and changes in Zneb correspond to changes in

O/H.

We use a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) ap-

proach to sample the posterior within multivariate pa-

rameter space (c.f. Section 3.2 of Strom18), adopting the

additional prior that 0.0 ≤ log(Zneb/Z∗) ≤ 0.73. These
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Figure 2. The 1D and 2D posterior probability distributions for 12+log(O/H), 12+log(N/H), and [Fe/H] for Q0105-BX147
(M∗ = 109.5 M�), where the low-O/H and high-O/H peaks have been separated into the left and right panels, respectively.
These portions of the posterior are considered separately when estimating the abundance pattern in each case (denoted by
the purple symbols and solid lines, with the dashed lines indicating the 68% HDIs). Disallowed regions in N/O and O/Fe are
illustrated by the solid grey shading (c.f. Section 3.1), and the solar values of O/H and N/H are identified by the dashed black
lines. To decide between potential solutions, we utilize the corresponding ionization parameter estimates to place the galaxy
close to the z ∼ 2 locus in mass-ionization space (Figure 4). In this case, the low-O/H solution is preferred.

limits roughly correspond to a range of α-enhancement

(i.e., O/Fe) between the solar value and Fe-poor CCSNe

yields (Nomoto et al. 2006).

The photoionization model grids and IDL routines

used to implement this method, which we collectively

refer to as GalDNA (referencing the analogy of abundance

patterns as “galaxy DNA”) are publicly available9. We

caution, however, that some of the built-in assumptions,

including that all of the emission from ionized gas ob-
served in a galaxy’s spectrum is produced in H II re-

gions, may be inappropriate for some samples. This is

especially true for galaxies at lower redshifts and those

with lower SFR surface densities, where contributions

from, e.g., diffuse ionized gas and shocks are likely to be

non-negligible (Sanders et al. 2017).

3.2. Parameter Estimation

In Strom18, we reported the maximum a posteriori

(MAP) values for the four univariate posteriors and

required the associated 68% highest density intervals

(HDIs) to be separated from the boundaries of allowed

parameter space for all parameters except N/O. Here,

we revisit the manner in which upper limits on both

9 https://github.com/allisonstrom/galdna

N/H and Fe/H are determined, as well as how we treat

galaxies with multiple peaks in their posterior posterior

probability distribution function (PDF). These changes

allow us to better capture the abundance patterns in the

largest possible sample.

3.2.1. Bimodal posteriors

The connection between specific emission lines and

the model parameters in GalDNA is discussed at length

in Strom18, but there are a few key results that in-

form our physical intuition about how differences in

galaxy spectra correspond to differences in the model

parameters and, thus, differences in chemical abun-

dances. Foremost is the fact that ratios of collisionally-

excited lines to recombination lines (e.g., [O III]/Hβ and

[S II]λλ6718, 6732/Hα) effectively trace the amount of

photoionization heating per ionization of an H atom.

Thus, all else being equal, these ratios will increase with

decreasing Z∗ (i.e., Fe/H), because Fe-poor stars pro-

duce more energetic ionizing photons on average than

Fe-rich stars. At the same time, many of these ratios

are also double-valued: they increase as gas enrichment

(Zneb or, equivalently, O/H) increases, until gas-cooling

mediated by the heavy elements in the gas cause the gas

temperature to decrease, at which point these line ratios

https://github.com/allisonstrom/galdna
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Figure 3. The distribution of GalDNA-inferred O/H for the
z ∼ 2 galaxies in our sample. The light grey histogram repre-
sents the set of 138 objects having either a single local max-
imum in the posterior PDF or only one valid solution, if the
posterior PDF is double-peaked. The open purple histogram
shows the distribution of model-inferred O/H for both solu-
tions in the 57 remaining galaxies with bimodal posteriors.
While the distribution for galaxies with single-peaked poste-
riors extends to relatively high O/H, the lowest abundances
are only probed by galaxies with more than one potential
model solution.

also decrease10. This behavior is well-known and is one

of the challenges inherent in using line diagnostics like

R23 to infer O/H, because a single value of R23 can cor-

respond to two different values of O/H. Further, R23 re-

mains at ∼ 0.8−1.0 (which is where most high-z galaxies

fall) for a large range in O/H near the “turnover” where

gas cooling begins to outpace increasing gas enrichment.

The combination of these effects mean that maximal val-

ues of line ratios like [O III]λ5008/Hβ, [O II]/Hβ, and

[S II]/Hβ are only achieved at low Fe/H and moder-

ate O/H. Lower values of these line ratios will usually

correspond to either lower or higher O/H, which mani-

fest as bimodal posteriors in GalDNA. Figure 2 the pos-

terior PDFs for one galaxy (Q0105-BX147) where this

occurs, with the total posterior divided into low-O/H

(left panel) and high-O/H (right panel) “solutions.”

Figure 3 demonstrates why properly accounting for

galaxies with bimodal posteriors is important for char-

acterizing the correlation between O/H and other quan-

tities, such as M∗ or strong-line ratios. Galaxies with a

single local maximum in their O/H posterior (the grey

histogram) range from 12 + log(O/H) ≈ 8 (roughly 20%

solar) to just above solar O/H. There is overlap between

10 A notable exception is [N II]λ6585/Hα, which continues to in-
crease with increasing O/H due to the rapid increase in N/O at
higher O/H.

Figure 4. Model-inferred log(U) and M∗ for galaxies with a
single peak in the posterior PDF (large grey points) and for
galaxies with multi-modal posteriors (colored points). The
distributions of both quantities are consistent between the
two samples. The best-fit linear relation for the locus of grey
points is shown by the solid black line. For galaxies with
multiple possible abundance patterns, the darker symbols
indicate the solution that is most consistent with this locus,
and the lighter symbol shows the location of the second, dis-
preferred solution. In general, a lower U corresponds to the
low-O/H peak in the posterior, and a higher U corresponds
to the high-O/H peak in the posterior. The parameter val-
ues for Q0105-BX147, which were also shown in Figure 2, are
marked by the purple squares; lower U is preferred and cor-
responds to the lower O/H peak in the posterior (left panel
in Figure 2).

the upper edge of this distribution and the higher-O/H

maxima for galaxies with bimodal posteriors (the open

purple histogram). In contrast, lower-O/H maxima only

occur in bimodal posteriors and are not seen for galaxies

with single-peaked posteriors.

To determine which combination of parameters—and

thus which O/H—is preferred for individual galaxies, we

rely on the anti-correlation between U and M∗. This

relation is one of the strongest and most significant

correlations among galaxy properties and has been ob-

served in galaxies samples at multiple redshifts using

both ionization-sensitive line ratios (Sanders et al. 2015,

2020b; Jeong et al. 2020) and inferred ionization pa-

rameter (e.g., Kaasinen et al. 2018). The tight locus

of galaxies in mass-excitation diagram (or MEx; e.g.,

Juneau et al. 2011, 2014), which compares [O III]/Hβ

and M∗, is another manifestation of this relationship.
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Using ionization parameter is also practical because

it avoids directly imposing a prior on the distribu-

tion of abundances and because U is generally the

most precisely-determined model parameter when us-

ing GalDNA. Further, the distributions of M∗ and U for

galaxies with a single maximum in their posterior and for

galaxies with bimodal posteriors (including both possi-

ble combinations of parameters) are statistically consis-

tent with one another, unlike the distributions of O/H

seen in Figure 3. In other words, not only can both

sets of galaxies be expected to follow the same locus in

the M∗-U plane, but the two U values for galaxies with

bimodal posteriors are distinct enough to meaningfully

discriminate between the possible combinations of pa-

rameters. To accomplish this, we use the single-peaked

galaxies to define the best-fit M∗-U relation, shown by

the solid black line in Figure 4. For galaxies with bi-

modal posteriors, we then choose the combination of

parameters with U closest to this locus. The preferred

“solutions” determined in this manner are represented

by the dark blue squares (low-O/H maxima) and red

triangles (high-O/H maxima).

The resulting distributions of U for the low-O/H and

high-O/H solutions are significantly different from one

another, with the low-O/H galaxies having generally

higher U than high-O/H galaxies. For galaxies that are

outliers with respect to these U clusters (Q0821-MD5,

Q1700-MD103, and Q1623-BX293), we choose the com-

bination of parameters that minimizes this separation.

There are 57 galaxies with bimodal posteriors; we select

the low-O/H solution for 31 of these and the high-O/H

solution for 26. The portion of the multivariate poste-

rior corresponding to the preferred peak is analyzed on

its own to determine the MAP values for O/H, N/H,

and Fe/H for individual galaxies.

We also investigated other criteria for deciding be-

tween unique combinations of parameters for galaxies

with bimodal posteriors. These strategies, including as-

sessing the proximity to the N/H-O/H locus of local H II

regions or deciding based on posterior density alone, do

not change the qualitative results presented below. We

adopt and endorse the method based on the M∗-U rela-

tion because it is easily applied in all cases and uses ad-

ditional knowledge about the individual galaxies them-

selves to make a more informed choice.

3.2.2. Nitrogen and Iron Limits

Occasionally, the [N II]λλ6549, 6585 doublet is poorly

detected or undetected in the spectra of galaxies in

our sample, even when other emission lines (including

nearby Hα) are well-detected. This can occur as a result

of low nitrogen abundance and/or high levels of ioniza-

tion. For our analysis, we do not require the significant

detection of any single emission line (just a S/N ≥ 5

measurement of the Balmer decrement), but these low

S/N measurements of [N II] correspond to posterior

PDFs that abut the lower limit of log(N/O) ≥ −2. Be-

cause the imposed prior is on N/O and not N/H, the

lowest allowed N/H is a function of O/H. This will tend

to produce a well-defined local maximum in N/H space,

even when N/O is an upper limit. To account for this,

we test whether both the N/H and N/O posterior PDFs

are bounded (i.e., detached from the limits of the sam-

pled parameter space). If neither the N/H nor the N/O

posteriors are bound, or if the N/O posterior alone is

not bound, the nitrogen abundance is assumed to be an

upper limit given by

12 + log(N/H) = 12 + log(O/H) + log(N/O)68,

where log(N/O)68 is the 68th percentile in log(N/O). Of

the 195 galaxies in our sample, 36 have upper limits on

N/H determined in this way.

Iron abundance can also be more difficult to estimate

because of the more complicated nature of the Fe/H and

Fe/H-O/H posteriors. The most common appearance

is a horseshoe shape in Fe/H vs. O/H space, opening

downward in the lower left panels of the corner plots

in Figure 2. This structure in the 2D posterior arises

because there is an inherent trade-off between O and

Fe for a given galaxy spectrum: as the ionizing radation

field softens with increasing Fe/H—moving toward lower

O/Fe—it is necessary to have more O to produce the

same line emission but eventually gas cooling due to the

increasing O/H begins to dominate, and harder ioniz-

ing radiation is required counteract this effect—moving

back toward higher O/Fe. This is closely related to the

double-valued behavior of R23 with O/H, but addition-

ally highlights the crucial interplay between gas heating

and gas cooling.

Because of the prior requiring 0.0 ≤ [O/Fe] ≤ 0.73,

the two arms of the horseshoe are commonly separated

and appear as a bimodal O/H posterior, as we have

previously discussed. The 1D Fe/H posterior is also

frequently bimodal, although the local maxima are less

likely to be bounded. An example of this can be seen

in the low-O/H panel on the left in Figure 2, where the

marginalized PDF in the bottom right histogram has

high posterior density even at the lowest allowed Fe/H,

and the 2D posteriors involving Fe/H appear as verti-

cal stripes. In these cases, which also occur at higher

O/H, we adopt the 68th percentile in [Fe/H] as an up-

per limit. A smaller number of galaxies have posteriors

that abut the low O/Fe boundary at [O/Fe]= 0.0, but

these often have clear local maxima in the univariate
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Figure 5. The correlation between stellar mass M∗ and
GalDNA-based gas-phase O/H for 195 galaxies at z ∼ 2, with
the medians in bins of M∗ represented by the yellow stars.
The solar value of 12 + log(O/H)� = 8.69 is represented by
the horizontal dashed line. The magenta line shows the cen-
ter moving average for O/H with M∗. The dark blue line
is the best-fit linear relation, with the blue hatching indi-
cating the 1σ uncertainties on the slope and normalization.
Most z ∼ 2 galaxies have sub-solar O/H, and there is a
marginally-significant positive correlation between O/H and
M∗ (Spearman ρ = 0.21, p = 0.003). However, there is also
substantial intrinsic scatter (σO/H = 0.21± 0.01 dex), which
together with the measurement uncertainties could camou-
flage a more significant correlation. The O3N2-based O-MZR
reported by Steidel14 for a smaller sample of KBSS galaxies
is shown by the dashed orange line.

Fe/H posterior, and so we treat them as bounded. In

total, 24 galaxies have upper limits on Fe/H.

4. THE 〈Z〉 = 2.3 STELLAR MASS-O/H RELATION

Most studies of metallicity in star-forming galaxies,

which are largely studied via the nebular emission from

their H II regions, focus on oxygen. This is both

physically-motivated—oxygen is the most abundant el-

ement (by mass) in the universe after hydrogen and

helium—and practical, as emission lines of various ions

of oxygen are among the brightest features observed in

the spectra of galaxies at all redshifts. As a result, many

studies use “metallicity” interchangeably with oxygen

abundance, and the relation between galaxies’ stellar

mass and gas-phase O/H is among the most common

scaling relations discussed in the literature.

Figure 5 shows the observed correlation between O/H

and M∗ (hereafter O-MZR) for our sample of 195 z ∼ 2

galaxies, where O/H has been measured using GalDNA

as described in Section 3. The asymmetric vertical

error bars for each point represent the 68% highest

density interval (HDI) on the univariate O/H poste-

rior, and the horizontal error bars represent the typical

≈ 0.16 dex uncertainty on the stellar masses, not taking

into account any systematic uncertainties in determin-

ing M∗. A Spearman rank correlation test indicates a

weak (ρ = 0.21) but significant (p = 0.003) positive cor-

relation11 (Table 1). The magenta line shows the center

moving average to give a non-parametric sense of this

correlation, which increases by ≈ 0.12 dex in log(O/H)

(or ∼ 30% in O/H) over 1.5 decades in stellar mass. The

yellow stars represent the median 12 + log(O/H) in bins

of M∗, which also show an increase in oxygen enrichment

with increasing mass.

The large apparent scatter (due to both measurement

uncertainties and intrinsic scatter) could camouflage a

more significant correlation than indicated by the Spear-

man test. To account for this, we also use LINMIX ERR

(Kelly 2007) to characterize the relation between M∗
and O/H; LINMIX ERR is an IDL-based routine that per-

forms linear regression when there are measurement er-

rors in both variables. Using this method, we find a

99.8% probability of a positive correlation, compared to

99.7% from the Spearman test. The solid blue line shows

the best-fit linear relation,

12 + log(O/H) = α+ β[log(M∗/M�)− 10], (1)

with αO/H = 8.35± 0.02 and βO/H = 0.14± 0.05. These

fit parameters, as well as the intrinsic scatter of this re-

lation (σO/H = 0.21±0.01), are also reported in Table 1.

The hatched blue area represents the 1σ uncertainties in

the slope and normalization.

The general sense of this relation is consistent with

other studies of the O-MZR at z ∼ 2−3. The majority of

galaxies have sub-solar oxygen abundance, with ≈ 45%

(O/H)� at M∗ = 1010 M� and trending toward solar

at high M∗. For comparison, the first O-MZR reported

for KBSS galaxies by Steidel14, which used the O3N212

diagnostic from Pettini & Pagel (2004, hereafter PP04)

to infer O/H, is shown by the dashed orange line in

11 For the purposes of characterizing correlations in this paper, we
consider ρ < 0.3 to be a weak correlation, 0.3 ≤ ρ ≤ 0.6 to be a
moderate correlation, and ρ > 0.6 to be a strong correlation. We
use the propability of the null result p to assess the significance
of the correlation, with p ≤ 0.003 considered significant.

12 O3N2 = log([O III]/Hβ) − log([N II]/Hα)
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Table 1. Abundance scaling relations with M∗

Spearman test LINMIX ERR

Element ρ p P(%)a αb β σint (dex)

12+log(O/H)GalDNA 0.21 3 × 10−3 99.8 8.35 ± 0.02 0.14 ± 0.05 0.21 ± 0.01

12+log(O/H)O3N2 0.50 9 × 10−14 . . . . . . . . . . . .

12+log(N/H) 0.28 8 × 10−5 100.0 7.07 ± 0.03 0.29 ± 0.07 0.33 ± 0.02

[Fe/H] 0.27 1 × 10−4 100.0 −0.69 ± 0.02 0.17 ± 0.05 0.22 ± 0.01

aProbability of a positive linear relation, based on the posterior distribution for β

bDetermined at M∗ = 1010 M�, c.f. Equation 1

Figure 5 and is defined by αSteidel14 = 8.27 ± 0.01 and

βSteidel14 = 0.19 ± 0.02. The new GalDNA relation is

shallower than the Steidel14 relation, with the slopes

differing by a little more than 1σ. The normalization of

the GalDNA O-MZR is also higher than the earlier O3N2

relation by 0.08 ± 0.02 dex. These differences can be

attributed to changes in the sample and sample size, as

well as differences in methodology, which we discuss in

more detail below.

In particular, discrepancies in the abundance scale or

normalization of the O-MZR determined using differ-

ent methods are not unexpected. The O3N2 calibration

from PP04 that is used in Steidel14 is based on a sample

of nearby H II regions with known Te-based abundances.

However, the direct method has been shown to result in

abundances up to ' 0.24 dex lower than those measured

using recombination lines (Esteban et al. 2004, 2014;

Blanc et al. 2015). Steidel et al. (2016) found an offset

of 0.25 dex between the Te-based O/H and the photoion-

ization model-inferred O/H for a composite spectrum of

30 KBSS star-forming galaxies; the O/H estimated us-

ing the O3N2 index was intermediate between these two

values. The offset between the new GalDNA O-MZR and

the older O3N2 O-MZR from Steidel14 is less than the

offset between the model O/H and O3N2 O/H reported

in that work.

4.1. Slope

The GalDNA O-MZR in Figure 5 has βO/H = 0.14±0.05

and is shallower than the previously-reported KBSS O-

MZR from Steidel14, as well as most other high-z O-

MZR relations reported in the literature (Erb et al.

2006a; Maiolino et al. 2008; Yabe et al. 2014; Zahid

et al. 2014; Sanders et al. 2018, 2021, among others),

which range from β ∼ 0.2 to β ∼ 0.35. Our current

understanding of galaxy assembly reasonably predicts a

positive correlation between M∗ and O/H, given that

the more stars that are created, the larger the mass of

oxygen is produced. The slope of the O-MZR can also

be affected by other astrophysical processes, including

inflows and outflows, which determine how much of the

oxygen is retained or expelled and how much it is di-

luted by infalling low-metallicity gas. A comparatively

shallow O-MZR may reflect a relationship between gas

content and M∗ at z ∼ 2 that keeps O/H higher in

low-M∗ galaxies and/or leads to relatively lower O/H in

high-M∗ galaxies. For example, a shallower O-MZR at

high redshift could result if low-M∗ galaxies are not effi-

ciently ejecting their enriched gas or if high-M∗ galaxies

retain more of their original (pristine) gas mass or ac-

crete more low-metallicity gas from their surroundings,

both of which would dilute the oxygen. The effects of

these processes are explored by multiple cosmological

simulations (e.g., Brooks et al. 2007; Ma et al. 2016; De

Rossi et al. 2017; Torrey et al. 2019), and we briefly

return to this issue in Section 6, where we discuss the

O-MZR together with the scaling relations for nitrogen

and iron.

However, before considering the astrophysical inter-

pretation of the O-MZR, we must first consider the prac-

tical issue of converting observed quantities to O/H and

how that may affect the resulting relation. For exam-

ple, a shallow O-MZR is a natural consequence of a rel-

atively small dynamic range observed in line ratios like

R23 in z ∼ 2 samples. However, other line ratios (in-

cluding O3N2) exhibit a stronger correlation with M∗,

even in high-z samples, and these have historically been

used to measure the O-MZR instead. As we have dis-

cussed, these O-MZR relations can be dramatically dif-

ferent from one another, but these differences should

not always be interpreted as having physical meaning,

because one of the primary drivers of the slope of strong-

line relations is the calibration used to infer O/H.

Figure 6 shows how different O3N2 calibrations with

different coefficients for the line ratio can result in very

different O-MZR slopes. The black points represent the
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Table 2. O3N2 O-MZR slopes

Sample O3N2 calibration Coefficient Slope

this paper PP04 −0.32 0.18 ± 0.02

this paper Marino+13 −0.214 0.12 ± 0.01

this paper Bian+18 −0.39 0.22 ± 0.02

this paper Strom+18 −0.21 0.11 ± 0.01

Steidel+14 PP04 −0.32 0.19 ± 0.02

Sanders+18 PP04 −0.32 0.30

Sanders+21 Bian+18 −0.39 0.34

slope of the O3N2 O-MZR measured when different cal-

ibrations for O3N2 (identified by the labels) are used

to infer O/H for the same sample of galaxies as shown

in Figures 1 and 5; these results are also summarized

in Table 2. Comparing the two most dissimilar calibra-

tions, from Strom18 and Bian et al. (2018), shows that

the slope of the O-MZR can differ by up to ∆β ≈ 0.1

only because a different calibration was used. One may

attempt to circumvent this uncertainty by selecting the

calibration deemed most appropriate for the sample be-

ing studied, but it is not always clear how that decision

should be made. Bian et al. (2018) use direct-method

abundances from stacks of “local analogues” to high-

z galaxies to construct their calibration. Marino et al.

(2013) also use the direct method, in combination with a

multiple-line-ratio technique, for H II complexes in local

galaxies that were observed as part of the CALIFA sur-

vey (Sánchez et al. 2012). In Strom18, we constructed

an O3N2 calibration based on the photoionization model

oxygen abundances for our z ∼ 2 sample (albeit only

the sub-sample with single peaks), which resulted in an

equation with a coefficient very similar to one based on

H II regions from Pilyugin et al. (2012). In the absence

of a sufficient sample of direct-method abundances in

high-redshift galaxies, any or all of these calibrations

might be good choices, depending on the sample under

consideration.

The difference between the GalDNA O-MZR and the

PP04 O3N2 O-MZR for our current sample is ∆β =

0.04. This is larger than the difference in slope when the

same PP04 O3N2 calibration is used for both the cur-

rent sample and the sample from Steidel14 (∆β = 0.01).

We therefore conclude that, in this case, the principal

explanation for the difference in slope between our cur-

rent analysis and Steidel14 seen in Figure 5 is the choice

of abundance inference technique, with sample effects

playing a more minor role.

Figure 6. The slope of the O3N2 O-MZR is extremely sen-
sitive to the choice of O3N2 calibration, which is in turn de-
pendent on the correlations among parameters in the original
calibration sample. The round points represent the O3N2
O-MZR measured for our z ∼ 2 galaxy sample using four
different calibrations. As the slope of the O3N2 calibra-
tion becomes more negative, the slope of the O-MZR grows
steeper, which can result in a steeper O-MZR than observed
in Figure 5 (horizontal grey line and shaded region). Three
O3N2 O-MZRs from the literature are shown by the orange
square (Steidel et al. 2014, based on a smaller sample of
KBSS galaxies), the red triangle (from MOSDEF; Sanders
et al. 2018), and the inverted blue triangle (Sanders et al.
2021, also from MOSDEF). These points illustrate the dif-
ferences that can arise merely from sample size and sample
selection. Notably, the magnitude of the differences that re-
sult from choosing different diagnostics is similar to or even
larger than sample effects.

At the same time, it is worth noting that the slope of

the O3N2 O-MZR reported for KBSS by Steidel14 (the

orange square in Figure 6) and the slope reported for

MOSDEF by Sanders et al. (2018, the red triangle in

Figure 6) is still quite large (∆β = 0.11), even though

both are based on the PP04 calibration for O3N2. This

indicates that differences in sample selection rather than

sample size can also play a role. Nonetheless, because

it is impossible to know a priori the specific origin(s) of

any reported differences in the O-MZR, it is likely more

useful to compare the scaling relations between M∗ and

line ratio—rather than between M∗ and O/H, if O/H

has been inferred using a strong-line diagnostic.

4.2. Intrinsic Scatter
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Figure 7. The O-MZR for the z ∼ 2 galaxy sample presented in this paper, color-coded by ionization parameter (yellow
corresponds to low U , and blue corresponds to high U). The oxygen abundances were determined using GalDNA in the left
panel and using the O3N2 diagnostic from Strom18 in the right panel (the distribution of 12 + log(O/H)O3N2 for z ∼ 0 SDSS
galaxies is shown in greyscale). The correlation between O/H and M∗ is statistically significant in both cases, but a difference
in intrinsic scatter leads to remarkably different appearance in the two panels. A strong correspondence between O3N2 and U ,
which manifests as horizontal isocontours in the right panel, is fundamental to the construction of strong-line diagnostics at
z ∼ 0. Consequently, the tighter O3N2 O-MZR is the result of effectively measuring a combination of two parameters—U and
O/H—and not due to low intrinsic scatter in the O-MZR itself. This trend is not observed in the GalDNA O-MZR in the left
panel, as O/H and U are only weakly anti-correlated using the model method.

A notable feature of the GalDNA O-MZR presented in

Figure 5 is the substantial scatter, with the intrinsic

scatter (after accounting for measurement error) esti-

mated to be σO/H = 0.21± 0.05 dex. This is reasonably

consistent with the 0.15 dex intrinsic scatter reported for

the z ∼ 0 O-MZR for galaxies with similar M∗ (Tremonti

et al. 2004) but is more visually apparent here because of

the comparatively larger O/H measurement uncertain-

ties for the high-z galaxies.

The origin of the scatter in the O-MZR is still a mat-
ter of some debate, although there is a general consen-

sus that deviations from the z ∼ 0 relation correlate

with SFR, with higher-SFR galaxies exhibiting lower

O/H at fixed M∗ (e.g., Ellison et al. 2008; Lara-López

et al. 2010). This “fundamental metallicity relation”

(FMR; Mannucci et al. 2010) is likely the result of dif-

ferences in gas fraction (Bothwell et al. 2013), in the

sense that higher-SFR galaxies have larger gas fractions

and, thus, have diluted the O formed by their stellar

populations. The scatter may also be attributed to the

characteristic timescale for oxygen enrichment (Matthee

& Schaye 2018, see also Section 6), gas flows (van Loon

et al. 2021), or observational effects like inclination angle

(Tremonti et al. 2004).

Accurately characterizing the intrinsic scatter in

chemical scaling relations like the O-MZR is critical,

as it may provide insight regarding the importance of

these other processes and/or effects. However, as with

the slope of such relations, measuring intrinsic scat-

ter is very sensitive to the method used to infer abun-

dances (Tremonti et al. 2004). For example, the intrin-

sic scatter we report for the GalDNA O-MZR is signifi-

cantly larger than reported for the O-MZR when strong-

line diagnostics are used to infer O/H, which is usually

σO/H . 0.08 dex. However, given the similar (or even

larger) scatter in the measurements originally used to

establish the diagnostics, such a small amount of scat-

ter is unexpected—and may instead indicate that the

O-MZR determined using strong-lines is a projection of

a higher-dimensional surface linking M∗, O/H, and other

parameters.

Figure 7 shows that ionization parameter U is a likely

candidate for a third parameter that would account for

the diminution in observed scatter. The left panel shows

the GalDNA O-MZR from Figure 5, and the right panel

shows the O3N2 O-MZR for the same galaxies using

the O3N2 calibration from Strom18. In both panels,

points have been color-coded based on the value of U

for that galaxy. The trend with U is remarkably differ-

ent between the panels: the isocontours of U are nearly

horizontal in the right panel, while there is consider-

able scatter in U in the left panel. Using the Pearson
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correlation coefficients, we can compare the strength of

the correlation between model parameters from GalDNA

and O3N2: we find rO/H-O3N2 = −0.40, indicating a

moderate anti-correlation between O3N2 and log(O/H),

whereas there is a much stronger correlation between

O3N2 and log(U), rU-O3N2 = 0.74. The correlation

between O3N2 and both 12 + log(O/H) and log(U) is

rO/H+U = 0.78. This reflects the fact that O3N2 calibra-

tions depend on a strong underlying (anti-)correlation

between O/H and U . We did not find strong evidence

for such an anti-correlation in our z ∼ 2.3 sample in

Strom18, but our new results for galaxies with bimodal

posteriors indicate that the galaxies with higher U tend

to have lower O/H and vice versa, although it is not clear

whether this is consistent with z ∼ 0 U -O/H relation un-

derpinning all locally-calibrated diagnostics. Even if the

U -O/H relation is the same at z ∼ 2 as at z ∼ 0, the

strong correlation between O3N2 and U in most cali-

bration samples means that the scatter in any O3N2

O-MZR is not accurately tracing the scatter in the un-

derlying O/H scaling relation. The additional depen-

dence on U will artificially suppress the apparent scat-

ter and thus the inferred intrinsic scatter as well (c.f.

Section 7.2, Steidel et al. 2014).

Trends with ionization parameter could be the re-

sult of underlying differences in ionizing photon flux

density, in H II region gas density and pressure, or

both. However, we find no significant correlation be-

tween M∗ and ne in our sample (Spearman ρ = −0.06,

p = 0.43), suggesting that differences in nγ may be

more important. The role of ionization parameter, its

relationship to other quantities such as SFR, and how

it should be physically interpreted in high-z galaxies

will be addressed in future work. Here, we emphasize

that methods like GalDNA that explicitly account for

other key parameters—including U , but also multiple

abundances—offer a promising opportunity to investi-

gate scaling relations in greater detail and build more

astrophysical intuition from the same observations.

4.3. Measuring Shallow Relations with Large Scatter

Above, we highlighted scenarios that might result in a

shallow O-MZR with relatively large scatter. However,

it is much more challenging to confidently characterize

such relations than steeper or tighter correlations.

To understand our results in the context of other O-

MZR measured for similar samples, we simulated the

correlation between O/H and M∗ for a sample of 195

galaxies with the same distribution of M∗ as shown

by the blue histogram in Figure 1. We consider a

range of slopes βO/H = 0.05− 0.16 and intrinsic scatter

σO/H = 0.10−0.23 dex. The Spearman rank correlation

Figure 8. The significance of a monotonic correlation be-
tween O/H and M∗, assessed using a Spearman rank corre-
lation test, as a function of the intrinsic scatter and slope of
the underlying O-MZR (top) and as a function of the mean
measurement error and galaxy sample size (bottom). Darker
colors indicate a more significant correlation, and the 95%,
99%, and 99.9% confidence isocontours are denoted by the
dashed and dotted white lines. As seen in the top panel, the
intrinsic slope of the O-MZR has a stronger effect on the sig-
nificance of the observed relation than differences in intrinsic
scatter (for a fixed sample size and mean measurement error).
Assuming the intrinsic O-MZR has the comparatively shal-
low slope and moderate intrinsic scatter measured from Fig-
ure 5, improving the precision of abundance measurements
could dramatically increase the significance of the observed
scaling relation. The mean 1σ error on 12 + log(O/H)O3N2

(vertical green line, bottom panel) is small enough to en-
sure a highly significant observed correlation even for much
smaller samples—but this does not include systematic un-
certainties stemming from scatter in the original calibration
and is likely to be an underestimate of the true uncertainty
on O3N2-based O/H abundances.
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coefficient and the probability of the null result are then

calculated for n = 500 realizations for each βO/H and

σO/H.

The top panel of Figure 8 shows the median corre-

lation significance (1 − pSpearman) for the O-MZR as a

function of slope βO/H and intrinsic scatter σO/H, with

darker shading indicating a more significant correlation.

The dashed and dotted white lines denote the 95%, 99%,

and 99.9% confidence isocontours. The location of the

GalDNA O-MZR in this parameter space is marked by the

white star (with p = 0.997). This experiment demon-

strates why the strong-line-determined O-MZRs from

the literature and the O3N2 O-MZR in Figure 7 appear

more obvious visually and tend to be more statistically

significant. Such relations are generally steeper and have

smaller scatter, which would position them to the upper

left in comparison to the corresponding confidence iso-

contours. As we have noted, however, it is not obvious

that the observed scatter in the O3N2 O-MZR reflects

the true intrinsic scatter.

The two most straightforward ways to increase the

significance of an observed correlation with a given in-

trinsic β and σ are to increase the sample size or de-

crease the statistical measurement uncertainties. The

bottom panel shows the results from a similar experi-

ment as the previous one, but now varying the galaxy

sample size (where the stellar masses are drawn from a

normal distribution with the same mean and variance as

the paper sample) and mean measurement error on the

abundance. For reference, the mean measurement error

on log(O/H)O3N2 is shown by the vertical green line, al-

though this does not capture any systematic uncertain-

ties. A modest increase in sample size (to ∼ 230 galax-

ies) or decrease in measurement error (to ∼ 0.11 dex)

would increase our confidence in a positive correlation

to 99.9%+.

In coming years, we will continue to see progress on

both fronts: samples of high-quality rest-optical spectra

of z & 2 galaxies are increasing in size, and advances in

models of massive star evolution and independent con-

straints on Fe/H in high-z galaxies will both lead to nar-

rower posterior distributions for O/H. In the meantime,

it is important to continue to invest resources in develop-

ing methods of abundance inference that can accurately

characterize both the slope and the scatter in the O-

MZR. It is also important to study galaxies’ abundance

patterns rather than a single proxy for their bulk metal-

licity. GalDNA is an example of this kind of method, and

in the next section, we present the corresponding scaling

relations for nitrogen (N-MZR) and iron (Fe-MZR) that

result from our analysis.

Figure 9. The correlation between stellar mass M∗ and
gas-phase N/H for our z ∼ 2 galaxy sample, shown in the
same manner as Figure 5. Upper limits on N/H are shown
as darker red triangles. The magenta line follows the center
moving average, and the solid red line indicates the best-
fit linear relation (uncertainties illustrated by the hatched
region). Medians in bins of M∗ are shown by the yellow
stars. The observed correlation is stronger than the O-MZR,
with a rank correlation coefficient of ρ = 0.28 (p = 8×10−5)
and a slope of βN/H = 0.29 ± 0.07 for the linear relation.
The intrinsic scatter in this relation is also larger than that
measured for the O-MZR (σN/H = 0.33 ± 0.02 dex).

5. RELATIONS FOR OTHER ELEMENTS

Here we present the N-MZR and Fe-MZR for the same

galaxies that define the O-MZR in Figure 5. These re-

sults comprise the largest study to date of multiple ele-

mental abundances in individual high-z galaxies.

5.1. The N-MZR

The correlation between M∗ and N/H for our sample

of 195 z ∼ 2 galaxies is shown in Figure 9. As for the O-

MZR in Figure 5, individual galaxies are represented by

the colored points, with the darker triangles indicating

upper limits on N/H (c.f. Section 3.2.2). The center

moving average in magenta provides a non-parametric

view of the N-MZR, and the yellow stars represent the

median 12 + log(N/H) in bins of M∗. The Spearman

rank correlation coefficient for the N-MZR is ρN/H =

0.28 (p = 8 × 10−5), indicating a significant moderate

correlation. The correspondence with M∗ is stronger

for N/H than for O/H, although it also remains sub-
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solar across the entire sampled mass range, with 12 +

log(N/H) = 7.07± 0.03 at 1010 M�, or ≈ 17% (N/H)�.

The best-fit linear relation determined using

LINMIX ERR is shown by the dark red line, with the

hatched region illustrating the 1σ uncertainties on the

slope and normalization; the fit parameters can be found

in Table 1. The N-MZR is significantly steeper than the

O-MZR with βN/H = 0.29 ± 0.07 and has significantly

larger intrinsic scatter σN/H = 0.33 ± 0.02. The mean

measurement error for 12+log(N/H) is also larger, with

sN/H = 0.23, in large part due to the fact that N/H is

determined almost entirely by observations of a single

feature [N II]λλ6549, 6585 that tracks the number of

nitrogen atoms in the gas. This is in contrast to O/H,

which dominates the cooling in H II regions and thus

influences all collisionally-excited transitions. As a re-

sult, O/H can be inferred from an ensemble of lines.

The larger scatter in the N-MZR may have a physical

origin as well, as nitrogen is thought to be produced

by intermediate mass stars and returned to the ISM on

somewhat longer timescales than oxygen (Pettini et al.

2002).

5.2. The Fe-MZR

Figure 10 shows the correlation between M∗ and in-

ferred [Fe/H] for our z ∼ 2 galaxy sample in the

same manner as the O-MZR in Figure 5 and the N-

MZR in Figure 9. Rather than present the iron abun-

dances at face value, however, we use bracket notation,

which indicates the enrichment relative to solar and is

commonly used in studies of stellar enrichment. The

Spearman rank correlation coefficient for the Fe-MZR is

ρFe/H = 0.27 (p = 1× 10−4), which indicates a stronger

and more significant correlation than the O-MZR for the

same sample.

The Fe-MZR also has a comparatively low normal-

ization, with [Fe/H] = −0.69 (≈ 20% solar) at M∗ =

1010 M�. This is consistent with the stellar metallic-

ity relation (read: Fe-MZR) reported by Cullen et al.

(2019) for a sample of 2.5 ≤ z ≤ 5 galaxies, which

had [Fe/H] ≈ −0.7 based on measurements from rest-

UV spectra. This relatively low degree of enrichment

is expected, given that the typical ages of star-forming

galaxies at z ∼ 2 (. 300 Myr) are lower than the char-

acteristic timescale for substantial iron enrichment due

to Type Ia SNe (∼ 1 Gyr).

As with the O-MZR, the Fe-MZR in Figure 10 is shal-

lower than other recent studies at z & 2 (Cullen et al.

2019, 2021), which found βFe/H ∼ 0.3 using galaxies’

rest-UV spectra to estimate stellar metallicity. Theios

et al. (2019) also showed a somewhat steeper increase

in stellar metallicity as a function of M∗ (βFe/H ≈ 0.29)

Figure 10. The correlation between stellar mass M∗ and
Fe/H for our z ∼ 2 galaxy sample. As in Figures 5 and 9,
the magenta line follows the center moving average, the solid
green line indicates the best-fit linear relation (uncertainties
illustrated by the hatched region), and medians in bins of
M∗ are shown by the yellow stars. The rank correlation
coefficient is ρ = 0.27 (p = 1× 10−4), and the linear relation
has βFe/H = 0.17± 0.05 and σFe/H = 0.22± 0.01 dex. Unlike
the O-MZR and N-MZR, the Fe-MZR remains significantly
sub-solar even at high M∗.

for KBSS galaxies based on stacks of rest-UV spectra

in bins of stellar mass (see Figure 16 in that paper).

Using rest-UV photospheric spectra is a more direct

method of inferring stellar metallicity than GalDNA, and

we showed in Steidel et al. (2016) that stellar metallicity

inferred this way is relatively insensitive to the choice

of stellar model. However, Cullen et al. (2021) found

that stellar metallicities inferred using BPASS were sys-

tematically lower than metallicities inferred using Star-

burst99 models (Leitherer et al. 2010). There is is also

substantial diversity in the predicted ionizing spectra

of the same massive stars, which is what GalDNA relies

on to indirectly estimate Fe/H. Both methods are ulti-

mately model-dependent—albeit in different ways—and

it is currently difficult to directly compare them with-

out larger, representative samples of individual galaxies

where stellar metallicity can be measured using rest-UV

spectra.

6. ASTROPHYSICAL INSIGHT FROM

ABUNDANCE PATTERNS

The principal advantage of using photoionization

model-based methods like GalDNA is the ability to ex-
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Figure 11. A comparison of the O-MZR (blue), N-MZR
(red), and Fe-MZR (green) for our z ∼ 2 galaxy sample,
plotted on the same log scale relative to solar. The shading
illustrates the intrinsic scatter measured for each relation.
The O-MZR and Fe-MZR have very similar slopes and are
offset from one another by 0.35±0.03 dex at M∗ = 1010 M�,
which translates to O/Fe ≈ 2.2 × (O/Fe)�. This stays rel-
atively constant across the sampled mass range, implying
that young stars even in massive galaxies at z ∼ 2 are sig-
nificantly α-enhanced. The N-MZR rises much more quickly
than the other relations, starting near the primary plateau
in N/O at M∗ ∼ 109 M� and surpassing the Fe-MZR near
M∗ ∼ 1011 M�.

plicitly account for additional factors that influence the

physics of star-forming regions. Photoionization mod-

els are also the best way to constrain abundance ra-

tios for the same galaxies using common observables.

Routinely acquiring sufficiently deep rest-UV spectra

to measure Fe/H for individual high-z galaxies remains

prohibitively expensive, although this will hopefully

change in the future with the construction of “extremely

large telescopes” (ELTs).

In this section we revisit aspects of the discussion in

Sections 4 and 5, but now consider how the normaliza-

tion, slope, and scatter of the separate scaling relations

can be used together to build physical intuition regard-

ing the chemical evolution of high-z galaxies. Figure 11

shows the best-fit O-MZR (blue, dotted white line), N-

MZR (red, dashed white line), and Fe-MZR (green, dot-

dashed white line) described above on the same log scale

relative to solar to facilitate comparison. The shading

around the best-fit linear relations indicates the intrinsic

scatter in each case.

6.1. Alpha-enhancement in High-redshift Galaxies

The offset between the O-MZR and Fe-MZR yields

[O/Fe] = (αO/H − 8.69) − αFe/H = 0.35 ± 0.03 at

Figure 12. The distribution of [O/Fe] for the 63 individ-
ual galaxies with bound posteriors in the abundance ratio.
For these galaxies, the median [O/Fe] = 0.39, corresponding
to O/Fe ≈ 2.5 × (O/Fe)�. This is slightly higher but still
consistent with the [O/Fe] inferred from the offset between
the O-MZR and Fe-MZR, which is shown by the dotted blue
line, with the shaded region representing the statistical un-
certainty in this value.

M∗ = 1010 M�, corresponding to O/Fe ≈ 2.2×(O/Fe)�.

This is lower than the median ratio reported in Strom18,

[O/Fe] = 0.42 or O/Fe ≈ 2.6 × (O/Fe)�, but still

consistent given the typical measurement uncertain-

ties (∼ 0.2 dex). Figure 12 shows the updated dis-

tribution of [O/Fe] for the 63 individual galaxies in

the current sample with bounded posterior PDFs for

O/Fe. These galaxies have a median [O/Fe] = 0.39 or

O/Fe ≈ 2.5 × (O/Fe)� and an interquartile range of

[O/Fe] = 0.28−0.47 or O/Fe ≈ 1.9−3.0×(O/Fe)�. Both

estimates of the typical O/Fe in our z ∼ 2 − 3 galaxy

sample are in line with the α-enhancement reported by

Cullen et al. (2019) and Sanders et al. (2020a). These

works focused on different spectroscopic features from

one another and from our analysis, and the agreement

between all of these methods should be seen as strong

confirmation of elevated α/Fe in high-z galaxies.

Although the slope of Fe-MZR is slightly higher than

the slope of the O-MZR, they agree within errors, in-

dicating a relatively constant level of α-enhancement

across the entire sampled mass range. Likewise, there

is no statistically significant anti-correlation between

[O/Fe] and M∗ for the subset of galaxies in Figure 12

(Spearman ρ = −0.29, p = 0.02). Perhaps the most di-

rect comparison of this finding to other samples is with

the recent results for z ∼ 3 galaxies from Cullen et al.

(2021), who compared their rest-UV-measured Fe/H

with the strong-line-based O-MZR from Sanders et al.

(2021). As we do, the authors found virtually identical—

albeit much steeper—slopes for their gas-phase metal-
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licity relation (O-MZR) and stellar metallicity relation

(Fe-MZR).

The constancy of super-solar O/Fe with M∗ appears

robust to the choice of method and is intriguing, as it

may suggest that the mode of production for O and

Fe remains the same for galaxies spanning the observed

range in M∗. The implication then is that the Fe in

even relatively massive galaxies has been produced—

along with the O—by CCSNe, rather than by Type Ia

SNe. Significant Fe production by Type Ia SNe would

tend to decrease O/Fe in older galaxies, and we would

expect O/Fe to decrease with increasing M∗ (i.e., for the

Fe-MZR to be steeper than the O-MZR).

This is contrary to our understanding of α-

enhancement in nearby galaxies, which is highest in

massive galaxies (e.g., Faber et al. 1992; Thomas et al.

2010; Conroy et al. 2014; Segers et al. 2016). However,

our analysis pertains to the abundances in and around

young, massive stars and captures the current level of

enrichment in galaxies, whereas the α-enhanced stellar

populations in, e.g., elliptical galaxies are composed of

lower mass stars that likely formed at earlier times, some

at similar redshifts as our galaxy sample. Significant α-

enhancement in z ∼ 2 galaxies can occur if they are

relatively young (. 300 Myr) or have rising SFHs. Con-

sidering the observed trend in cosmic star formation rate

density at these redshifts, it is possible that this is the

case and that older galaxies and galaxies with declining

SFHs—where we might expect lower O/Fe—are compar-

atively uncommon. However, it may also suggest that

these galaxies are underrepresented in existing surveys

of emission-line galaxies.

Setting aside differences in the slopes reported for the

O-MZR and Fe-MZR in different studies, the slope of the

Fe-MZR must effectively function as an upper limit on

the slope of the O-MZR. The Fe-MZR may be steeper—

if Type Ia SNe have contributed to the iron in the ISM

of older, more massive galaxies—but generally not shal-

lower than the O-MZR. This is because the limiting

case is an enrichment pattern resulting from pure CC-

SNe ejecta at all stellar masses, which would tie together

the slopes of the two relations. Curiously, the typical α-

enhancement in our sample ([O/Fe] = 0.35±0.03) is less

than half what is expected from pure Fe-poor CCSNe

enrichment ([O/Fe]≈ 0.73; Nomoto et al. 2006). Some

of this discrepancy could result from our definitions of

solar enrichment for O and Fe, but it may also point

to other sources of enrichment, for example “prompt”

Type Ia SNe with characteristic delay times . 400 Myr

(Scannapieco & Bildsten 2005; Matteucci et al. 2009;

Yates et al. 2013).

Nitrogen production is clearly not tied to oxygen and

iron production in the same way, as the N-MZR has a

significantly steeper slope than both the O-MZR and

the Fe-MZR (Figure 11). At the low-mass end of our

sample (M∗ = 109 M�), comparing the O-MZR and

N-MZR yields log(N/O) ∼ −1.45, close to the primary

plateau. Based on the slope and normalization of the

two relations, log(N/O)� = −0.86 would occur at M∗ =

1012.8 M�, a much higher mass than one might expect

to need to reach solar abundances. This may indicate

that the GalDNA N-MZR relation in Figure 9 is actually

too shallow.

Still, a lower N/H coupled with a more rapid increase

with M∗ relative to O/H is a robust result that per-

sists regardless of how the final sample is constructed,

including the treatment of upper limits on N/H and

N/O (c.f. Section 3.2.2). These relative abundances

suggest that most high-z galaxies with M∗ & 109 M�
are engaging in secondary production of nitrogen. In

high-z damped Lyman-α systems (DLAs), where nitro-

gen and oxygen abundances have also been studied in

some detail, N/O is near or below the primary plateau

at log(N/O) ∼ −1.5, but these systems are generally

very metal-poor and have lower O/H than the galaxies

in our sample (e.g., Pettini et al. 1995, 2002, 2008; Pe-

titjean et al. 2008). It seems likely that pushing z ∼ 2

galaxy surveys to lower masses would allow us to begin

directly studying galaxies producing primary nitrogen.

6.2. Timescales of Galaxy Assembly

The behavior of the intrinsic scatter of the MZR for

different elements can provide meaningful benchmarks

for simulations of galaxy formation and evolution. For

example, Matthee & Schaye (2018) argued that the scat-

ter in z = 0.1 chemical scaling relations should be ex-

pected to differ depending on the element, with the O-

MZR having the least instrinsic scatter and the N-MZR

and Fe-MZR having significantly larger scatter. Their

interpretation of the physical origin of these differences

relates to the different timescales on which elements are

formed and returned to the ISM as a result of their pro-

genitors. For α elements like O, which is produced by

CCSNe on relatively short timescales, deviations from

equilibrium are short-lived and should therefore result

in less observed scatter.

Figure 13 shows the posterior distributions of σint for

the O-MZR (blue, dotted line), Fe-MZR (green, dot-

dashed line), and N-MZR (red, dashed line). As pre-

dicted, the O-MZR exhibits the smallest intrinsic scat-

ter, σO/H = 0.21±0.01. For our sample, however, the in-

trinsic scatter of the Fe-MZR is σFe/H = 0.22±0.01 dex,

statistically identical to the O-MZR and significantly
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Figure 13. The intrinsic scatter in the correlation between
M∗ and abundance varies between elements. The histograms
show the posterior distributions of σint from fitting the rela-
tions plotted in Figures 5, 9, and 10. The intrinsic scatter
in the O-MZR is the smallest (σO/H = 0.21 ± 0.01), fol-
lowed by the Fe-MZR (σFe/H = 0.22±0.01), and the N-MZR
(σN/H = 0.33 ± 0.02). The comparatively low scatter in the
Fe-MZR relative to the N-MZR and its relative similarity to
the O-MZR may be evidence that most or all of the iron in
our galaxy sample was created by CCSNe.

smaller than that of the N-MZR. The relative scat-

ter suggests that most or all of the iron enrichment in

our galaxy sample occurred on comparatively shorter

timescales like oxygen (i.e., in CCSNe). Such an in-

terpretation is consistent with the super-solar O/Fe ob-

served for galaxies at all M∗, as discussed previously.

The large intrinsic scatter of the N-MZR σN/H =

0.33±0.02 could suggest that nitrogen enrichment occurs

on longer timescales than oxygen and iron. However, the

observed σN/H significantly exceeds the predictions of

Matthee & Schaye (2018), and although the predictions

are for scaling relations at z = 0.1, it is not obvious why

one would observe much higher scatter at z ∼ 2. If this

increase is real, it could imply differences in the pro-

duction of nitrogen in lower-metallicity galaxies, such

as those at high redshift. Unfortunately, there are not

significantly better observational constraints that can be

placed on N/H, as [N II]λλ6549, 6585 is the only nitrogen

transition commonly observed in high-z spectra. It is

possible that in coming years, it will be possible to mea-

sure N/H directly in high-z galaxies with observations of

the auroral [N II]λ5755 line with JWST; however, sam-

ples will be small owing to the extreme faintness of the

auroral line relative to the nebular line.

6.3. Constraints on Gas Flows

Many studies use the effective yield yeff ≡ Z/ ln(f−1
gas),

to understand the relationship between inflows and out-

flows and the shape of the O-MZR (e.g., Edmunds 1990;

Garnett 2002; Dalcanton 2007). In a closed-box model,

yeff = y, the true yield, which is assumed to be con-

stant; differences in yeff can be attributed to gas flows

in and out of the galaxy. In z ∼ 0 galaxies, yeff is seen

to increase significantly with increasing baryonic mass

(Tremonti et al. 2004), which is interpreted as prefer-

ential metal loss from lower-mass galaxies due to their

shallower potential wells. In contrast, high-z galaxies

show the opposite trend (Erb et al. 2006a; Mannucci

et al. 2009; Troncoso et al. 2014), with yeff decreasing

slightly with increasing mass. The implication of this

result is that the efficiency of outflows does not decline

with M∗ in z & 2 galaxies, and high-M∗ galaxies at these

redshifts may even be more efficient at ejecting metals

than their lower-M∗ counterparts (Torrey et al. 2019).

Indeed, having mass outflow rates scale proportionally

with SFR naturally produces the decline in yeff seen at

high masses. Similarly, recent work by Lian et al. (2018)

suggests that the parallel slopes of the O-MZR and Fe-

MZR at high-z and relatively flatter O-MZR at z ∼ 0

are a consequence of larger metal loading factors at early

times. The ability to compare the O-MZR and Fe-MZR

at multiple redshifts is increasingly used in assessing the

success of cosmological simulations (Ma et al. 2016; De

Rossi et al. 2017).

Although we have not measured fgas and yeff for

our sample, the shallower slope of the GalDNA O-MZR

should translate to a steeper decline in yeff with M∗
than seen in previous high-z samples. This assumes the

correlation between fgas and M∗ for our galaxies is sim-

ilar to that reported by Erb et al. (2006a), a reasonable

assumption, given that they share the same parent sam-

ple. A steep decline in yeff requires massive galaxies to

be even more efficient at ejecting metals from their ISM

and implies very high mass-loading factors for outflows.

This finding is more easily explained by a combination of

enriched outflows and unenriched inflows that scale with

SFR (Erb 2008), which also produces a more marked

decline in yeff with M∗—and thus a shallower O-MZR

slope.

Although disentangling the relative importance of in-

flows and outflows remains challenging, the CGM pro-

vides a “fossil record” of past outflow activity in the form

of heavy elements deposited there by galactic winds.

The CGM contains a significant fraction of all the met-
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als created in stars, and the distribution and physical

state of this enriched gas can provide constraints on

energetic feedback in galaxies (Tumlinson et al. 2011;

Peeples et al. 2014; Oppenheimer et al. 2016; Rudie

et al. 2019). Metal-bearing gaseous structures in the

IGM and CGM at z ∼ 2 − 3 appear to be very small

(. 100 pc; Rauch et al. 2001; Rudie et al. 2019), and

there are significant variations in the metal content and

abundance pattern of the CGM of single galaxies (Za-

hedy et al. 2019, 2021; Cooper et al. 2021), suggesting

that metals are often poorly mixed in the gas around

galaxies. Future studies comparing the composition of

the CGM with other components of the galaxy, includ-

ing the ISM and stars, will offer critical insight into the

baryonic flows that profoundly shape the evolution of

galaxies.

7. SUMMARY

We have inferred the chemical abundances of oxygen,

nitrogen, and iron in 195 individual star-forming galax-

ies at z ∼ 2 − 3. Self-consistent measurements of O/H,

N/H, and Fe/H were made using GalDNA (Section 3),

which uses BPASS stellar population synthesis models

together with Cloudy photoionization models to predict

the rest-optical nebular spectra of galaxies. These re-

sults comprise the largest sample of high-z galaxies with

multiple elemental abundances to date and can be used

to address questions related to the chemical evolution

of galaxies in the early universe. Our key findings are

that:

1. The photoionized gas and massive stars in z ∼ 2

galaxies have sub-solar abundances of O, N, and

Fe, which increase with increasing M∗. The fidu-

cial abundances at M∗ = 1010 M� are

12 + log(O/H) = 8.35±0.02 or 45% (O/H)�

12 + log(N/H) = 7.07±0.03 or 17% (N/H)�

[Fe/H] = −0.69±0.02 or 20% (Fe/H)�

2. The O-MZR based on the GalDNA method is rela-

tively shallow (βO/H = 0.14±0.05), with moderate

intrinsic scatter (σO/H = 0.21±0.01 dex, Figure 5).

Although qualitatively similar to other O-MZRs in

the literature, it is shallower and has larger scatter

than relations based on strong-line O/H.

3. The slope of the O3N2 O-MZR (and other strong-

line-based relations) depends on the coefficient(s)

in the calibration (Figure 6), which in turn depend

on underlying correlations among abundances and

other physical conditions like ionization parame-

ter in the calibration sample. In other words, the

correlation between U and O/H in the calibration

sample affects the slope of the O-MZR for any

other sample for which that calibration is used.

This can introduce systematic biases in physical

interpretations of the form of such scaling rela-

tions.

4. The larger intrinsic scatter observed in the GalDNA

O-MZR is the result of explicitly accounting for

the ionization conditions in galaxies, which are

strongly correlated with many line ratios and with

M∗, but not as strongly correlated with O/H.

Conversely, the strong correlation between U and

many commonly-used line ratios used to infer O/H

can artificially suppress the scatter in strong-line-

based O-MZRs (Figure 7).

5. The O-MZR and Fe-MZR (Figure 10) have nearly

identical slopes across two decades in M∗, indicat-

ing a high level of α-enhancement equivalent to

O/Fe ≈ 2.2× (O/Fe)� even at relatively large M∗
(Figure 11).

6. The intrinsic scatter in the O-MZR and Fe-MZR is

very similar (Figure 13), which would be the case

if the majority of the Fe had been produced along

with the O by CCSNe, rather than by Type Ia

SNe. The N-MZR has significantly larger scatter,

potentially reflecting a longer timescale for nitro-

gen production.

Our results demonstrate the potential to measure mul-

tiple elemental abundances in z ∼ 2 − 3 galaxies

using emission lines that are commonly observed in

their rest-optical spectra. Knowledge of galaxies abun-

dance patterns—rather than just a single measure of

their enrichment—should prove valuable in comparing

galaxies’ interstellar medium with their circumgalactic

medium to understand gas flows in and out of galax-

ies. Moreover, abundance patterns can be used to link

galaxy populations observed at different redshifts with

one another by looking for commonalities in, for exam-

ple, α-enhancement.

Methods like GalDNA capable of accurately character-

izing the slope and scatter in abundance scaling re-

lations for multiple elements can also be adapted for

samples at other redshifts where different emission lines

may be accessible (e.g., in the near-UV). Continuing to

develop such methods will be key to extracting maxi-

mum scientific value from both existing galaxy surveys

and observations from future facilities, including JWST,

which will provide new opportunities to study some of

the earliest galaxies in the universe.
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